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“Elric, you can do better than that! Focus
all your will against Duntana! Your father is
watching you!” Dr. Hitchins yelled over
communications.

In a dark and vast metallic chamber
beneath the Martian surface, the echoes of
combat rang throughout the secret facility
of Ark-One. Duntana and her brother Elric
sparred in ancient weapons created by the
Firstborn in a war against their progenitors,
the Archons, millions of years ago. These
weapons were called ‘Archnoids’.
Interdimensionally powered
anthropomorphic giants capable of
terrifying destruction. The caveat was that
they could only be piloted by the soul of a
Firstborn.

“What are you afraid of Elric? Why can’t you
just embrace your destiny? Hit me!”
Duntana imprinted telepathically into her
brother's mind before lunging at him with
an etheric blade eminniting from the right
arm of her colossal Archnoid.
Elric dodged the blade with lighting
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swiftness, but he was unwilling to fight.
Ever since he was born, the nightmares of
another life had haunted him, impairing his
ability to see reason in the war.

“Why?” Elric said, “Why do we need to kill
them? Why must I fight…”

“If we don’t fight, if you don’t fight,
humanity will never see peace. We don’t
have a choice Elric, they need us…your
Father needs you. Now draw your blade and
strike me!” Duntana lunged once more, this
time she didn’t hold back.

Elric’s Archnoid, ‘Archangel’ was knocked
back into the steel wall. An open gash
sparked profusely, before it began to slowly
regenerate. However, Archangel would not
move and sat idle against the wall.
Duntana’s Archnoid, ‘Morning Star’,
approached closer before she knelt and
offered him her hand to help him up.
Duntana was filled with frustration, a
mixture of emotions ranging from sadness,
to anger. Beside her, her brother was the
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most powerful being known to man, yet he
chose weakness. She pitied him, but she
also loved him. Elric could sense the love his
sister had for him. But Elric didn’t
understand why she treated him this way,
just like his father did.

“Elric…Get up,” Duntana pleaded.

“I can’t,” Elric replied solemnly.

Perched above in the observation deck,
Dr. Hitchins and Emperor Milo Balthazar
gazed down at the pair.

“The boy refuses to follow in my
footsteps,” Balthazar muttered in
disappointment.

“An unforeseen variable, perhaps another
experiment?” Dr. Hitchins suggested, while
adjusting his glasses.

“No, I will not accept weakness, not from
my blood,” the Emperor replied. Filled with
rage, he gave the order to discipline Elric
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once more. Dr. Hitchins complied.

Through an electric shock collar, Elric
Balthazar was electrocuted. His screams
pierced the silence within the chamber as
Morning Star stood up and beheld his
torment. She could feel his soul in anguish.
However, what hurt Elric the most was not
the shocks, but rather the coldness and
abuse from his father.

“Terminate the training, I must speak
with her,” Balthazar ordered Dr. Hitchins.

“Yes sire,” he replied before shutting
down the chamber.

A crew of scientists and engineers
poured into the chamber to inspect the
damage. Elric was assisted out from the
cockpit of Archangel as Duntana exited
Morning Star. She watched as Elric’s limp
body was carried out by the medical team.
She had seen this scene before, dozens of
times.
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“When will he learn…” she whispered to
herself.

Balthazar approached Duntana, she stood
at attention and saluted, “Father!”

“At ease my child,” Balthazar said with a
welcoming tone. He smiled and said “Well
done, your training has exceeded my
expectations. Everyday you continue to
become more powerful...Unfortunately
however, your brother continues to err in
his ways, yet I still have hope for him.”

Duntana looked away, almost ashamed
because her blood flowed in Elric’s veins
too, yet she loved him.

The Emperor placed his hand on her
shoulder, “What do you think we should
do?” He waited for a response.

“Give him more time!” she said
passionately. “I have faith he will turn
around. There’s something inside him. I can
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feel it. He’s scared to let it out.”

“If that is your desire my child, then so be
it. But time is running out…” the Emperor
said as he embraced Duntana with a warm
hug. “Tomorrow, training will continue.
Give this to your brother for me,” he said as
placed something into her hands before
walking away with his staff and guard.

Duntana looked to the palm of her hands
and noticed a gold necklace with the symbol
of the cross. It was the same necklace her
father would always wear. He taught her
that it represented strength, courage, and
sacrifice in the face of death.

Back at the infirmary, Elric was
recovering from the dreaded, yet routine
training sessions. He wondered when it
would come to an end and what his fate
would be. Day in and day out, he found
himself in the same spot, pondering the
same questions. Like a broken record player,
his thoughts repeated over and over again.
As he lay there in bed looking up at the
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white ceiling, three knocks emerged from
the door to his left. As the door opened,
Duntana walked in and greeted him with a
smile. In her hand was a box of chocolates,
Elric’s favorite terran treat.

“Hello dearest brother, I brought these
for you,” she said as she placed them by his
nightstand.

“Thank you sister…I’ll have them later”
Elric spoke softly as he looked the other
way.

Duntana noticed his discomfort and
asked “What’s the matter?”

“I’m useless. I can’t fight,” Elric replied in
embarrassment. He continued, “Everyday I
disappoint you and father.”

“Y- You don’t disappoint me Elric…”
Duntana choked on her words.

Elric turned his head and locked eyes
with his sister. “Don’t lie to me,” he said
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intently.

Duntana sighed, then she said to Elric, ”If
you don't help humanity, the Archons will
destroy everything, like they did with our
kind. Humanity is all we have left. Search
your soul Elric, you know I’m right. The
Archnoids are the only hope we have
against them and our father is doing
everything he can to prepare for the end.”

Elric replied bitterly, “How can we help
humanity when we have to fight humanity! I
don’t want to kill the rebels…I don’t want to
kill anyone.”

Duntana stood up and put her hand on his
shoulder. “We don’t have a choice,” she said.
“A house divided cannot stand, Elric.
Someday, you’ll learn this.” Then she placed
the necklace on his lap and left.

Elric, curious of what she left him,
examined it closer. He picked it up and
observed it against the backdrop of the
glass window into the chamber. There
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standing silently, the relics of a forgotten
time, Archangel and Morning Star stood.
Elric then realized this was his fathers
necklace, the one he always wore. He
wondered why he didn’t just bring it to him
himself and he pondered at what his father
meant by it. Was this love? He asked
himself… Then he ate the chocolates and sat
there alone for a few hours wondering what
to do.

Suddenly without warning an explosion
rocked the facility. The alert system blasted
over the nearest speakers.

“Code-Red, this is not a drill, we are
under attack. I repeat, Code-Red, this is not
a drill!”

Elric was shocked “What? Under
attack…?” he said to himself.

The alert continued, “An anomaly
appeared over Ark-One facility five minutes
ago. Multiple AR ships detected, dozens of
enemy Mechanoids have commenced an
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assault on the facility. This is not a drill! All
hands to battlestations! All hands to-.”

The announcer was abruptly cut off by
the sounds of gunfire and screaming.
Foreign voices could be heard giving each
other orders, then one spoke through the
comms.

“This is Commander Dorgan Gunn of the
free people of the Amalgamate Republic.
Hand over the Emperor and the hybrids,
and your lives will be spared.”

Elric’s face turned white…when through
the infirmary door came in Agent Karov, the
Chief Security Officer of Ark-One, shouting
“Elric! Get up! We’re under attack, your
sister is already in the Morning Star. Your
father has ordered me to get you to
Archangel!”

“What!? I’m not ready! You can’t expect
me to do this!” Elric refused in desperation,
scared and confused by the circumstances.
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“Listen kid! I don’t give a damn whether
you think you’re ready or not. They’ve killed
our Mechanoid teams and breached the
base, unless your ass gets in the Archnoid,
we’re all toast. Is that what you want!?
Huh!? Do you want us all to die here!?”

Elric stood frozen, overcome with stress
as the sounds of explosions and gunfire
echoed closer and closer from down the
adjacent hall.

“I- I-...” Elric muttered as he looked for
excuses but as he held the necklace in his
hand, he remembered those words his
father told him about the cross.

“The man who gave his life for the world
said once, greater love has no one than this:
to lay down one’s life for one’s friends. That’s
what this necklace represents and that’s how
you should strive to be, Elric.”

Elric looked up to Karov and said
decisively, “I’m not going to let anyone die,
let’s go!”
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“Alright kid, glad to finally have you with
us, now follow me!”

Agent Karov led Elric through the facility,
with his Ar-12c. Karov killed multiple AR
Revenants along the way, some of the AR’s
most elite operators. As they entered the lift
to the ground floor of the chamber, Elric
could see his sister fending off a squad of
Mechanoids entering via the launch tunnel.
One raised its particle beam cannon rifle
straight for her, but using the ether from
within the Archnoid, she formed a shield
and deflected it back into the Mechanoid,
causing it to explode and send fragments
throughout the chamber. One which hit the
adjacent lift carrying a squad of Scion
Guard attempting to evacuate scientists,
killing everyone on board.

As they continued to descend, Elric could
see the armor clad troopers of the
Amalgamate Republic repel from breaches
in the chamber ceiling, neutralizing any
target they could acquire. He had been told
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stories about the brutality of the AR’s
soldiers, he even trained against them in
simulations, but none of those prepared him
for this.

Over Karovs radio, a familiar voice to
Elric spoke.

“Karov! Do you have my son!?”

Karov grabbed his radio and replied, “Yes
my liege! We’re descending on lift A2 now.”

The Emperor was defending the last
shuttle at the base of the Chamber with his
Imperial Scion Guard and elements of a
Scion Guard QRF from the 13th Imperial
Scarab Company. They were surrounded by
incoming fire from AR Watchdogs but
fended off the enemy force by returning
heavy fire. The Emperor looked up and saw
that the lift with Elric was about to touch
the ground floor. He pointed at one of the
squad leaders of the 13th ISC and ordered
him to secure Elric and deliver him to
Archangel.
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“You there! Scion! Take your squad to lift A2,
secure Agent Karov and Elric. Get Elric to
Archangel!” the Emperor yelled the order as
he pointed to the massive unmanned
Archnoid.

“Yes my liege!” the Scion Guard complied,
“Alright men! Follow me!”

The squad dashed to lift A2 as the
Emperor and the rest of the Scion Guard
provided heavy cover fire. At this same
moment, Morning Star was still holding off
the enemy Mechanoids which were
increasing in number. Duntana was
overwhelmed as her ether was draining.
Time and time again, she deflected
incoming rounds from the enemy
Mechanoids. Without her brother, she
couldn't hope to launch a proper
counter-attack.

As her shields slowly drained under the
constant barrage, Duntana wondered in
desperation, “Damn it! Where is he!” The
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worst possible scenario began to creep into
her mind. She wondered if Elric was
dead...but her soul told her he was still alive.

When the lift reached the ground floor,
the doors opened and rushed in a raving AR
Sentinel, fueled with adrenaline and with an
instinct to kill. Karov discharged his rifle,
but the Sentinels' armor was too thick. The
Sentinel tackled Karov and immediately
gutted him with a combat knife. Karov
screamed as he collapsed into the back of
the lift. Elric watched in horror as the man
he thought he would help to save, was dying
in front of him, worst of all, Elric was
helpless to stop the Sentinel. At that
moment, Karov pulled out his knife and
stabbed the Sentinel in an exposed area of
his armor, under the rib. The Sentinel let
out a guttural scream as the two were
locked in the grapple of death. Karov looked
to Elric.

“Damn it Kid! Don’t just stand there,
run!” he screamed at Elric as he pulled out a
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grenade from his tactical pouch and set it
off.

The grenade slowly charged up with
each beep. Elric knew he had to get out of
the lift. Within seconds left to spare, Elric
sprinted and lept out, before the detotation
engulfed Karov and the Sentinel in a storm
of searingly hot plasma. As Elric lay on the
ground, he turned to look behind him and
saw the charred remains of Karov. Elric
watched in disbelief of what just occurred.
Did this really just happen? He thought to
himself.

While he was on the ground, he heard the
footsteps of someone in front of him. Elric
looked back and saw an AR Watchdog, with
his rifle aimed straight at him.

“Found him!” The Watchdog said over
comms, before his head erupted from a
barrage of gunfire. Blood splattered all over
Elric.

Just beyond the lift from the adjacent hall
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came in rushing the Scion Guard of the 13th
ISC tasked with securing Elric.

“You alright son?” Sgt. Graves said as he
helped Elric up. “You’re Elric, right?”

Elric at this point, was in tears after
witnessing his friend die. “Y- Yes…” he
replied.

“Where’s Karov?” Graves asked him. Elric
pointed towards the lift, where Karov’s
mangled body was lit up in flames beside
the unrecognizable corpse of the AR
Sentinel who attacked them.

“Grab his tags,” Graves ordered one of his
men. “Listen here Elric, we need to get you
to Archangel - So stick to me and keep your
head down. Alright Bravo team, move out!”

As they charged through the hail of
gunfire in and around the chamber towards
Archangel, Bravo team gradually sustained
casualties. The fireteam was focused on
keeping Elric alive and used their bodies as
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shields to keep him from being injured or
killed. Their objective was clear and it came
straight from the Emperor, failure was not
an option.

Elric and Graves were the last remaining
alive of the group as they finally reached the
Archnoid which towered above them. The
light rays bursting in from the ceiling
breaches glistened upon the exotic metal of
the Archnoid.

Behind the Archnoid was an etheric lift
attached to its back designed to levitate its
pilot into the cockpit. Elric entered into it,
expecting Graves to come with him.

“Aren’t you coming!?” Elric insisted
urgently.

Meanwhile, an enemy squad of
Watchdog’s appeared around the corner of
the Archnoid and began to engage Graves
and Elric. Graves slammed the button with a
closed fist and sent Elric on his way. As he
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looked up to Elric he shouted.

“This is the end of the line for me son,
now help get the Emperor and his people
out of here alive!”

As the Archnoids lift was engaged, Elric
saw Graves make a final stand against the
onslaught of high velocity rail gun rounds.
Graves valiantly fought against the tide of
AR troopers storming his position. He
dropped several to his left and more to his
right. His knee was shattered by a round. He
buckled under the weight of his armor and
fell to the floor. As he tried to lift himself up
against the cargo boxes, Graves drew his
SSP9 pistol and continued the fight. He
killed another, and another once more,
before the Commander of the AR, Dorgan
Gunn flanked him with a group of Sentinels
and killed him.

Elric held back the tears as he entered
the cockpit. He stepped into the interphase
crystal where a Firstborn pilot would stand.
From within, Elric activated Archangel.
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“This is Archangel, reporting for duty,”
Elric broadcasted over the Scion battle
comms.

“Elric!?” Duntana answered with relief.
A spur of radio chatter from Scion

Empire forces flooded the comms, “He made
it! He’s alive!? Thank God! We’re getting out
of here!” they said.

Then the voice of the Emperor
interrupted the chatter, halting all
communications.

“Elric, my son! I knew you would make it.
You must help your sister clear the enemy
Mechnoids in the launch tunnel so that the
evacuation shuttle can depart; Our lives are
in your hands now, Godspeed Elric.”

“Yes Father!” Elric replied, having found
the courage and purpose to fight. Not
fighting for the sake of killing, but fighting
to save lives.
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Archangel darted into combat, as its
etheric engines blazed into full power. He
dashed past Duntana who was still holding
the shield against the heavy barrage of
particle weapons. From both of Archangel's
arms, emitted energy blades; He diced two
mechanoids at once, setting them off into a
fiery inferno of an explosion. Immediately
from behind Archangel, Morning Star
leaped into the air and lunged into another
Mechanoid. It’s iron body scraped against
the ground sending sparks every which way,
before Duntana crushed the pilot in the
cockpit.

“Behind you!” Duntana telepathically
imprinted into Elric’s mind. Elric turned
around to face a Mechanoid who blasted
Archangel with a salvo of heavy HE rockets.
Elric willed a shield of ether, which took the
shape of a honeycomb like sphere around
him, protecting him from the denotation of
the rockets. From within the swirling smoke
he shot a beam of ether at the Mechanoid,
killing it instantly.
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The Emperor ordered the last of the
survivors to enter the shuttle as him and his
guard held off the waves of attacking AR
soldiers. Off in the distance, Balthazar could
see Archangel & Morning Star making quick
work of the enemy Mechanoids.

“Alright men, we’re taking off!” The
Emperor ordered his men to board the craft.
From the ramp the Emperor and his guard
returned fire at the hostiles below. The
shuttle's engines roared as it  slowly began
to lift off the ground and align itself with
the launch tunnel. At this moment,
Commander Dorgan Gunn walked out into
the open chamber carrying an MPML rocket
launcher. He aimed it directly at the
Emperor who was exposed on the ramp,
gunning his men down. At that moment, the
Emperor noticed the man carrying the
launcher and shot him in the shoulder. But
not before Dorgan Gunn sent the rocket
towards him with the swift pull of the
trigger. Only mere seconds away from
death, Elric sensed the imminent danger his
father was in, and caused the rocket to
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detonate mid-air simply by will.

When the smoke cleared, the shuttle
blasted down the tunnel. Dorgan Gunn
starred in bitter resentment and defeat as
the Emperor and the hybrids escaped…

Archangel and Morning Star thus lead the
way as they punched a whole through the
Mechanoid defensive line in the launch
tunnel. They zoomed past several foes as
they destroyed them together using the raw
power of etheric energy weapons, with the
shuttle close behind. As they emerged out
into the cold, red wasteland of the Martian
surface, they spotted several AR Frigates
hovering above them which attempted to
shoot them down.

“Take the ones on the left, I’ll take the
ones on the right,” Duntana ordered her
brother.”

“Affirmative!” he replied.

Archangel and Morning Star’s engines
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blast into overdrive, as they pierced into the
hulls of the enemy ships at full speed,
causing them to suffer catastrophic
meltdown and burst mid-air, before the
remains tumbled down into the rustic
Martian surface.

As they flew high into the sky, with the
shuttle trailing them, Archangel, Morning
Star, and the survivors made it to the safety
of orbit. In the weightlessness of space,
Elric looked down onto the twilight sky of
mars. The darkness of sundown engulfed
the Ark-One facility and the embers of its
destruction twinkled from down below.
Emperor Balthazar now knew for certain
that his children were ready for war.
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THE END


